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Development of spatial cognition
Marina Vasilyeva1,∗ and Stella F. Lourenco2
Spatial cognition plays an essential role in everyday functioning and provides
a foundation for successful performance in scientific and technological fields.
Reasoning about space involves processing information about distance, angles,
and direction. Starting from infancy, children display sensitivity to these spatial
properties, although their initial skills are quite limited. Subsequent development
during early childhood and through the elementary school years involves gradual
improvement in the use of individual frames of reference (i.e., egocentric and
allocentric), as well as in the ability to flexibly combine different types of spatial
information. Similarly, there is a relatively long progression from the starting
points, when infants and young children display sensitivity to distance and form
simple spatial categories, to more mature spatial competence when older children
and adults integrate distance and categorical information hierarchically. Such
developments are associated with both the maturation of specific brain regions
and accumulating experience, including interactions with the physical world and
the acquisition of cultural tools. In particular, the mastery of symbolic spatial
representations, such as maps and models, significantly augments basic spatial
capabilities. While growing evidence implicates both biological and experiential
factors in the development of spatial cognition, a deeper understanding of
the mechanisms that underlie the developmental process requires further
investigation of how such factors interact to produce organisms that function
competently in their environments. © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

T

he development of spatial cognition is a one of
the most subtle, yet critical, aspects of intellectual
growth. Although early spatial skills may not receive
as much recognition from caregivers as children’s
accomplishments in language acquisition or counting,
these skills provide an essential foundation for
everyday functioning. A variety of basic tasks, such as
locating objects and even simple locomotion, involve
processing information about space. Developments
taking place during childhood provide a basis for
solving more complex spatial problems embedded in
daily activities of adults, for example, finding a route
through a neighborhood or assembling furniture. The
diversity of tasks that involve thinking about space
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makes it difficult to provide a concise definition of this
cognitive domain. Nevertheless, we would suggest that
a key aspect—the representation of location—unites
much of spatial cognition. To remember or reason
about location, one must process information about
distance (or length), angle, and direction (or sense:
left vs right). Because such cues are specified in
relation to a particular point of origin or a chosen
frame of reference, spatial cognition is relational in
nature. For example, determining the shape of an
object involves reasoning about angles and relative
side lengths; locating objects within a large-scale
environment involves reasoning about distances and
directions, which can be determined either relative to
a stable reference point or relative to an individual
moving through that environment.
In addition to everyday functioning, spatial
cognition is critical for success in science and
technology.1 Reasoning about space is at the core of
professional fields of geography, astronomy, geology,
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architecture, and engineering. The involvement of
spatial thinking in some other domains, such as
biology or chemistry, may be less obvious, yet
breakthroughs in these domains have often depended
on the understanding of configurational information
(e.g., the relative positions of atoms).2 A striking
illustration of the power of spatial thinking is
the discovery of DNA structure, whereby accurate
visualization of DNA enabled researchers to explain
the properties underlying reproduction of genetic
material. Historic accounts of scientific discoveries are
supplemented by contemporary findings that highlight
the association between spatial skills and academic
accomplishments in math and science.3
Recognizing the significance of spatial cognition,
this paper focuses on issues related to its origins
and development. Research on spatial development
seeks to identify starting points and to characterize
subsequent changes and continuity in reasoning about
space, as well as to understand the mechanisms
underlying development. This line of research began
with the work of Jean Piaget.4 Although many of
his claims have been challenged,5 his theoretical
framework and empirical approach have had a
profound impact on subsequent research. One of his
major contributions was to outline a set of critical
themes in the development of spatial cognition. These
themes concern the frames of reference (allocentric
and egocentric) and types of information (e.g.,
metric and categorical cues) used to identify and
locate objects. Another important theme concerns
the acquisition of symbolic spatial tools and their
role in children’s reasoning about space. Throughout
the paper, we trace major themes in the study of
spatial development as they unfold across different
age groups.

one’s changing relation to the target location while
moving. Two major types of allocentric coding are
known as cue learning and place learning. When
representing the location of an object, the former
involves the use of adjacent landmarks as direct cues
to the object’s location, whereas the latter involves the
relation between the object and distal landmarks in
the environment.

Emergence of Allocentric Coding in Infancy
Although early spatial representations were originally
described as purely egocentric,4 later research
provided evidence that infants can use external
features of the environment to locate objects.6–9
This evidence was obtained using a paradigm in
which children, after being repeatedly exposed to an
engaging stimulus presented in the same location,
were moved to a novel position; their direction of
looking indicated where they expected the stimulus
to appear. Investigators found that when the stimulus
was adjacent to a salient landmark, 8.5 month olds
used the landmark as a cue to object location,
whereas younger infants did not. When there were
no adjacent landmarks, but the stimulus could be
coded in relation to distal landmarks, 8.5 month olds
showed mixed performance. Only at 12 months did
the majority of infants consistently use relational
landmark information.8 It has been suggested that
the onset of crawling around 8–9 months may play a
role in the emergence of allocentric coding in the form
of cue learning. Further experience with independent
locomotion may facilitate place learning by providing
children with opportunities to observe and approach
object arrays from different directions.8

Early Development of Dead Reckoning
FRAMES OF REFERENCE:
EGOCENTRIC AND ALLOCENTRIC
CODING
Researchers distinguish two fundamental ways in
which location can be represented: egocentric (or
viewer-dependent) coding—that is, coding relative
to oneself, and allocentric (or viewer-independent)
coding—that is, coding relative to external features
of the environment. Because the egocentric strategy
is tied to the observer, it can be used either when
the observer remains stationary or when he/she moves
and is able to keep track of the movement, a process
known as dead reckoning (or path integration).
Allocentric coding provides a more flexible basis for
solving spatial tasks, as it does not depend on the
viewer’s current position or the ability to update
350

Around the time when children begin to use allocentric
cues, they start employing another strategy that allows
them to locate objects from novel positions—dead
reckoning. Evidence suggests that a basic capacity to
update egocentric representations by keeping track
of one’s movement emerges within the first year
of life.10 By 9 months, infants can compensate for
simple changes in their position, such as translation
along a straight line11 or rotational movements.12
However, as the complexity of displacement increases,
children have more difficulty in keeping track of
their changing relation to target locations. Only
at 12 months do children begin solving problems
involving both translation and rotation, and even
then their performance on tasks that require dead
reckoning is not as strong as on those that can be
solved using adjacent landmarks.8
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FIGURE 1 | Photograph of the experimental set up used in the
studies of Huttenlocher, Newcombe, and colleagues.13–15 This
photograph shows a child searching in the sandbox for the hidden
object.

To examine further development of dead
reckoning, Newcombe and colleagues13 presented
16–36 month olds with a search task: children had
to find a toy hidden in a rectangular box after being
turned around and moved to the opposite side of
the box (Figure 1). In the absence of landmarks,
locating the object required updating both lateral and
rotational components of this movement. Although
children performed at above-chance levels, they were
significantly less accurate than when they broke gaze
with the target location but remained stationary.
Interestingly, performance following movement was
comparable across the age range tested. Thus, the
capacity to keep track of complex movements appears
to show little improvement between 16 and 36 months
of age, perhaps reflecting relative stability in motor
development during the toddler years.5

Spatial Reorientation in Toddlers
In many real-life situations it is difficult, or even
impossible, to continuously update one’s relation to a
target location while moving. In this case, individuals
must rely on features of the environment to reorient
themselves. In the last decade, there has been a
proliferation of studies examining the emergence of
this ability, beginning with the work of Hermer
and Spelke16,17 who adapted a disorientation task
originally used with animals18 to investigate spatial
reorientation in 18–24 month olds. Toddlers were
tested in a small rectangular room: after observing
a toy being hidden in one of the corners, they were
picked up and spun around with their eyes covered.
Following disorientation, children were encouraged to
Volume 3, May/June 2012

find the toy. They searched either in the correct corner
or the corner with identical geometric properties (e.g.,
from the child’s perspective, the corner was viewed
as having the long wall to the left of the short wall;
Figure 2). This search pattern showed that toddlers
were capable of relying on geometric shape of the
environment to reorient themselves—they combined
spatial features of the room (relative side lengths) with
the sense of direction relative to self (left vs right) to
represent the target corner. Subsequent research has
extended this finding to spaces of different shapes
(i.e., isosceles triangle19 ; rhombus20 ; and octagon21 )
and sizes (i.e., larger rooms20,22 ; smaller rooms23 ; and
models19 ).
Although toddlers’ ability for spatial reorientation is well established and widely recognized, there
is considerable debate concerning the mechanisms
underlying this phenomenon. Hermer and Spelke16
suggested that the process of reorientation is modular—based solely on the geometry of the surrounding
space, to the exclusion of other types of environmental
cues. This claim was based on the errors committed by
toddlers when nongeometric information was available. In one version of the disorientation task, a blue
wall could be used to differentiate the correct corner from its geometric equivalent in a rectangular
room. Despite having noticed the different-colored
wall, toddlers did not use it when searching for the
hidden object, indicating that they failed to combine
geometric and nongeometric information.
However, later work revealed the use of nongeometric features by toddlers in disorientation tasks
conducted in large spaces.22 To account for these findings, more recent perspectives have addressed how
young children combine geometry and landmarks in
the process of reorientation under different conditions.
Lee, Spelke, and colleagues24,25 proposed a two-stage
model in which organisms first reorient by reference to
a three-dimensional (3D) environment (e.g., surrounding enclosed space) and later use associative processes
to link two-dimensional (2D) features (e.g., blue wall)
to the target location. Lee et al.25 found that children
tested in a circular room with three containers positioned at the vertices of an equilateral triangle only
searched at the correct location when the object was
hidden in a featurally distinctive container (Figure 3).
They failed to choose between two identical containers, suggesting that when geometry must be inferred,
rather than available as a 3D enclosure, visual cues
are used only associatively as direct indicators of the
hidden object’s location, rather than as a guide to
reorientation.
In contrast, Newcombe and colleagues26,27
proposed an adaptive combination model, which
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Geometry
(all white room)

Geometry + landmark
(one blue wall)

FIGURE 2 | An illustration of the
conditions and results in the Hermer and
Spelke study.16,17 Top row : Two
experimental conditions—Geometry
condition, where the target location can be
coded as being in the corner with the long
wall to the left of the short wall; and
Geometry + Landmark condition, where the
target location can also be coded as being
adjacent to the blue wall. Middle row :
Toddlers’ mean number of search responses
(standard deviation in parentheses) at each
of the corners. Bottom row : Adults’ mean
number of search responses (and standard
deviations). ‘C’ and ‘R’ correspond to the
correct corner and the rotationally equivalent
corner, respectively. ‘N’ and ‘F’ correspond to
the corners nearest and farthest from the
correct corner, respectively. (Reprinted with
permission from Ref 16. Copyright 1994
Nature Publishing Group)
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holds that the use of geometry and nongeometric
information depends on relative weights associated
with available cues. These weights are determined by
factors such as cues’ salience and perceived reliability,
the latter depending largely on prior experience and
learning history. For example, more distal landmarks
are likely to be assigned greater weights during
navigation because objects that are visible from farther
away tend to be large and immovable, which increases
their salience and reliability as a spatial cue. According
to the adaptive combination model, a weight is initially
established for each type of cue (i.e., geometric vs
nongeometric) during encoding, and these weights
are then combined following Bayesian rules, whereby
greater reliability is associated with less variance and
thus given greater weight.27
Despite disagreements concerning modularity,
there is reason to believe that geometric information is highly salient and may be especially
prepotent to young children. What might account
for this prepotency, especially under conditions of
disorientation? Recent work points to the more
352
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general property of scalar dimensions, which involve
inherently ordered stimulus values. Lourenco, Huttenlocher, and colleagues28,29 examined reorientation
in a square space. The task was similar to that used
by Hermer and Spelke,17 except that the shape of the
surrounding space could not be used to distinguish the
corners. What could be used, however, were the cues
on the walls. In some conditions, the cues were scalar,
that is, ordered along a continuous dimension such
as relative size (i.e., smaller vs larger dots) or relative
luminance (i.e., light vs darker gray); see Figure 4.
In other conditions, the cues were non-scalar (i.e.,
arbitrary exemplars from a specific category: blue vs
red, pattern vs no pattern). In the scalar conditions,
children searched at the appropriate corners (e.g., the
corners with the smaller dots to the left of the larger
dots), whereas in the other conditions, they searched
randomly. The authors suggested that the mapping of
scalar information onto directions in space may be
facilitated by the inherent directionality (order) along
the scale. It is this directional analogy, absent in categorical conditions, which may support the left/right
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FIGURE 3 | The spatial layout used by Lee and colleagues.25
Objects were placed at the vertices of an equilateral triangle in a
circular space. There was one unique object (red cylinder) and two
identical objects (blue boxes). (Reprinted with permission from Ref 25.
Copyright 2006 Sage Publications)

mapping needed to locate a hidden object following disorientation.29 Note that this rationale similarly
applies to relative side length in spaces such as rectangular rooms.

Spatial Frames of Reference in Older
Children
Although infants and toddlers are capable of using
egocentric and allocentric representations, this early
ability is quite limited. For example, infants’ reliance
on environmental landmarks is contingent upon their
salience and proximity6 ; toddlers’ use of geometric
cues for reorientation in small spaces is not integrated
with landmark cues.16 Subsequent growth of spatial
cognition involves both the improvement in the use of
individual spatial representational systems (allocentric
and egocentric), and in the ability to integrate them.
Nardini and colleagues30 investigated the
development of allocentric spatial representations
between 4 and 8 years of age. To examine children’s
ability to code spatial relations in a viewerindependent manner, investigators created a search
task that precluded solutions on the basis of updating
one’s position during movement (dead reckoning) or
matching the current view with the previously stored
one (view matching). Starting at age 6, children were
able to use the external structure of the environment
to infer the target location from a novel position,
Volume 3, May/June 2012

whereas younger children failed the task. Prior
findings suggesting that toddlers and even infants can
locate objects after moving to new positions might be
due to utilizing tasks that allowed for dead reckoning6
or view matching,16 neither of which represents a
purely viewer-independent process. The findings of
Nardini et al.30 indicate that true independence from
one’s own viewpoint is a gradually developing aspect
of spatial cognition.
Another important development that occurs
around 6 years concerns the ability to combine different types of cues in spatial reorientation. While
toddlers often ignore nongeometric information on
disorientation tasks, older children combine geometry with nongeometric features (e.g., color) under the
same conditions.16 Spelke and colleagues31 have proposed that the development of spatial language plays
a key role in this combination process. Alternatively,
the adaptive combination model described above27
suggests that developmental changes in the use of geometric and nongeometric properties may be related to
learning which environmental cues are relevant and
reliable for particular spatial tasks and how different
cues should be weighted to optimize performance.
While the ability to integrate geometric and
nongeometric properties of the environment becomes
robust around the age of 6, the ability to
integrate environmental features with egocentric
representations develops later. Nardini et al.32
examined this ability in children (4–8 year olds) and
adults who were asked to reproduce object location
under several experimental conditions: participants
could rely on external landmarks (viewer-independent
cues) or self-motion (viewer-dependent cues), or
both. When both strategies were possible, adults
integrated them in a weighted average, whereas
children alternated between using allocentric and
egocentric cues without combining them. Thus, the
ability to integrate different reference frames within a
common system of spatial representation follows an
extended course of development. Once achieved, this
ability provides an advantage by reducing response
variance and thus improving overall accuracy.

METRIC AND CATEGORICAL
REPRESENTATIONS OF SPACE
Advanced forms of both allocentric and egocentric
coding involve information about distance and
direction. In particular, this information is required
to encode object location relative to distal landmarks
or to keep track of changes in one’s own position
during movement. Spatial representations that specify
distance and direction from a point of reference are
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FIGURE 4 | Stimuli used in the studies of Huttenlocher, Lourenco, and colleagues.28,29 Top row: Square space with scalar dimensions on the

walls. The left picture shows the relative size condition28 (Reprinted with permission from Ref 28. Copyright 2007 Wiley-Blackwell) and the right
picture shows the luminance condition (Reprinted with permission from Ref 29. Copyright 2009 Elsevier). Middle row: Square space with non-scalar
dimensions. The left picture shows the color condition (red vs blue) and the right picture shows the pattern condition (Xs vs Os).28 Bottom row: An
illustration of the cues used by Lourenco et al.29 The left illustration is an example of one of the corners in the non-scalar (oblique lines) condition.
The right illustration represents a composite of scalar (luminance) and non-scalar (oblique lines) information.

referred to as metric or fine-grained representations
(e.g., the museum is 100 m south of the theater).
Alternatively, spatial properties of objects and
environments can be represented at a coarser level
using category information. In these categorical
representations, object locations are coded with
respect to a larger spatial region, without specifying
exact coordinates within that region (e.g., the museum
is in the center of the city). Traditionally, it was
assumed that children first rely on categorical coding
and later start using metric cues, such as distance
or length.4 More recent work, reviewed below,
reveals much earlier sensitivity to metric information.
Furthermore, in the course of development, children
354

begin combining metric and categorical cues when
coding object size and location.

Categorical and Metric Coding in Infancy
Considerable advances in our knowledge of infants’
ability to use spatial information have been made
possible through the use of looking-time paradigms,
such as habituation/dishabituation and violation of
expectation.33,34 Using this methodology, researchers
have found that infants distinguish spatial categories,
such as above versus below and left versus right.34,35
Categorical spatial representations undergo changes
during infancy. Younger infants (3–4 months) form

© 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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categories that are tied to the objects used during
learning, whereas older infants (6–7 months) form
more abstract spatial categories that extend beyond
these objects.36
In addition to their ability to represent categorical information, infants show sensitivity to metric
cues. Baillargeon37 has shown that infants represent
spatial extent (e.g., object height). Similar to categorical coding, the ability to represent metric properties
emerges early in development (4.5 months) but undergoes developmental change, as representations become
more precise in older infants (6.5 months). Whereas
height captures the linear extent of an object, other
metric cues, such as angular size, are also important for
identifying objects and specifying locations, and there
is evidence that infants are sensitive to such information, distinguishing, for example, between acute
and obtuse angles.38–40 Early sensitivity to metric cues
manifests itself not only in infants’ ability to code spatial dimensions of an object, but also in their ability to
code distance between objects. For example, 5 month
olds who watched a toy being repeatedly hidden and
retrieved at a particular location, looked longer when
the toy emerged some distance away.41
This growing body of work demonstrates that
infants are sensitive to metric information, including
length, angle, and distance, which enables them to
identify object size, shape, and location. However, the
nature of infants’ spatial representations is not fully
understood. Most of the information concerning this
developmental period comes from studies utilizing
looking-time paradigms and questions have been
raised regarding the use of these techniques.42 In
particular, differences in looking times (the main
outcome variable in infant studies) may not reveal
conceptual representations in infants as much as
they reveal lower-level perceptual discrimination.43
Research on older children has the potential to shed
light on phenomena observed earlier in development
by providing more direct assessments of spatial
cognition and its limitations.

Coding Metric Information by Toddlers
Toddlers’ ability to code metric information has
typically been tested with search tasks, where they
have to locate an object hidden in a small-scale
space.44,14 Their performance in such tasks indicates
considerable accuracy in the use of distance cues.
A closer look at the studies demonstrating the early
distance coding reveals a common feature that could
be critical to successful performance. Namely, these
studies typically involve an object presented within
a salient frame of reference, such as a sandbox. The
Volume 3, May/June 2012

frame may provide a perceptually available standard,
allowing children to code distance or length in relation
to that standard.
The hypothesis that young children may rely
on relative cues in coding spatial extent received
support from a study by Huttenlocher, Duffy, and
Levine.45 In this study, 2 year olds were able to
match objects by height when these objects were
presented in containers of a fixed height, but not when
they were presented without containers (Figure 5).
Children’s success appeared to depend on whether
the object size could be coded relative to another
object (e.g., container). Note, though, that the use of
relational information in children of this age is not
likely based on a computation of ratios for lengths
or distances. It is more likely that early metric coding
involves a form of perceptually based judgment, which
automatically registers the relation between the object
and its surroundings.46,47
Another remarkable feature of toddler’s spatial cognition is their ability to integrate categorical
and metric cues. The use of categorical information
is generally helpful in reconstructing locations since
metric representations are imprecise and relatively
short-lived. Evidence of combining metric and categorical cues comes from search tasks: when looking
for an object hidden in a rectangular box, 1- and
2 year olds produce responses that are slightly biased
toward the box’s center.14 This bias has been interpreted as evidence that children treat the rectangular
frame of the box as a single spatial category with a
prototypical location at its center. Their estimates are
thus adjusted toward the category’s prototype.

Further Development of Spatial Coding
Between the ages of 4 and 12, the accuracy of performance on tasks that require coding object size
and location improves substantially.48–51 One reason for this improvement is the increased memory for
fine-grained (metric) information.51 In addition, Newcombe and Huttenlocher26 proposed that age-related
improvements are due, in part, to the development of
a hierarchical coding system, which integrates metric
and categorical information. Although the ability to
combine metric and categorical cues has been reported
in toddlers, their use of this process is limited. They
rely on categories formed by perceptually available
boundaries and adjust metric estimates along a single dimension. Starting at age 6, children impose
mental subdivisions on spatial layouts, thus forming
categories for which there are no physically defined
boundaries.14 Around the age of 7, children start
integrating information about spatial categories that
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02.25 cm

4.5 cm
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FIGURE 5 | Stimuli (left panel) and results (right panel) for each of the conditions in Huttenlocher, Duffy, and Levine.45 Left: In all conditions,
children were first presented with the target dowel, which either appeared without a standard (top) or with one of two types of standards (middle
and bottom). They were then presented with two objects (target and foil), and asked to select the target. Right: Mean accuracy (and standard error)
as a function of condition. (Reprinted with permission from Ref 45 Copyright 2002 Sage Publications)

are formed along two dimensions.48 Further developments of categorical reasoning occur in late childhood
(12–16 years) when children increase the use of spatial
clustering (i.e., grouping objects based on proximity or
membership in a spatial region) on tasks that require
remembering multiple locations.49,51
Plumert and colleagues have pointed out that
some tasks reveal a U-shaped developmental pattern
in categorical bias, with 11 year olds showing less
bias than 7–9 year olds or adults.51 They explain
this developmental pattern by proposing that reliance
on categorical coding continues to increase until
adulthood, whereas memory for fine-grained distance
information appears to reach a plateau around
11 years. As a result, 7–9 year olds, whose finegrained memory of location is very imprecise, rely
on categorical information more than 11 year olds;
adults rely more on categorical information because
their categorical coding is much stronger than that
of 11 year olds. It should be noted that the extent
of reliance on categorical information is not solely
a function of age; it also varies depending on task
structure and perceptual salience of categorical cues,
such as boundaries between spatial regions. Yet, the
general age-related tendency is for older children to
356

form more differentiated categories. The advantage of
the coding system that involves more differentiated
divisions of space is that using such divisions to
adjust metric estimates significantly constrains the
variability of responses, leading on average to higher
accuracy.51,52
Another significant development taking place
in school-aged children concerns the ability to
code location in relation to multiple distal
landmarks.53–55 Overman and colleagues54 showed
significant improvements in accuracy around 7 years
of age on tasks that require using distal landmarks in
a large-scale space. This line of development continues between ages 7 and 12 through further advances
in the ability to use a configuration of distal landmarks to infer object location.53 Thus, there appears
to be a significant window of time between the emergence of distance coding within a small enclosed space
along a single dimension56 and mastering the ability
to integrate distance from multiple landmarks to code
location in a large space.53,54 This time lag may be
linked to functional maturation of the hippocampus,57
as well as experience with navigation and use of
landmarks.5 Furthermore, learning to use symbolic
depictions of space, such as maps and models, where
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multiple distal landmarks can be seen simultaneously,
may direct children’s attention to the relations among
landmarks when reasoning about locations.

USE OF SYMBOLIC TOOLS IN SPATIAL
REASONING
The uniquely human ability to use symbolic representations augments basic spatial capabilities by allowing
us to acquire and communicate information about
space beyond that available from direct experience.
Symbolic spatial representations come in a variety of
forms—from 2D ‘you are here’ maps to 3D models and
interactive media, such as a GPS. As with any symbolic
system, there are elements of maps and models that are
arbitrary. For example, a location of a village on a map
may be marked with a red star or a black dot. However, unlike words whose linguistic form is completely
unrelated to the concepts they represent, maps/models
typically preserve characteristics of the spaces they
represent. Because the properties of symbolic spatial
representations are systematically linked to the properties of the referent spaces, some researchers call maps
and models ‘motivated symbols’.58 Learning how to
use these symbols is a gradual process that depends
on the level of cognitive development in general and
spatial reasoning in particular. To be able to use a
map, one has to establish the correspondence between
individual symbols on the map and objects in the real
world (object correspondence) and also between the
spatial relations on the map and those in the real
world (relational correspondence).
The emergence of the ability to use simple representations of space was explored in a series of studies
by DeLoache.59,60 In these studies, children had to
determine an object’s location in a spatial layout (e.g.,
a room) based on information obtained from another
layout (e.g., a model of that room). Starting at the
age of 2.5–3 years, children performed successfully on
this task. Successful performance, however, did not
require establishing the correspondence of spatial relations between layouts. Because target objects always
had unique non-spatial features (color, texture), the
mapping task could be carried out by matching object
attributes alone (object correspondence), rather than
by matching locations (relational correspondence).
To investigate whether children can use
relational correspondence in mapping, researchers
designed map tasks in which information about object
features is not sufficient for identifying the target location. Spatial layouts used in these tasks either contain
multiple identical objects56 or open spaces.15 In these
situations, children must rely on spatial cues, such
Volume 3, May/June 2012

as distance or direction, which allow for distinguishing identical objects or determining a specific location
within an open space. Findings generally indicate that
preschoolers have more difficulty with these tasks
compared to those that can be solved by matching
object features.58,56
The earliest use of distance in mapping was
demonstrated with a task in which children had
to locate an object in a sandbox using a picture
of the sandbox with a dot marking the object’s
location.15 Results showed that 4 year olds were able
to translate the distance presented in the picture to the
distance in the sandbox. Although these results suggest
that the ability to use distance in mapping location
emerges almost a year after the ability to use object
correspondence, it may still appear surprising that
preschoolers can translate distances between spaces
of different sizes. However, this early scaling ability
may share particular features with the coding of
relative extent seen in younger children.45,61 Duffy and
colleagues61 showed that toddlers coded the height of
an object relative to the container in which it was
presented. In a mapping task, the frame of a map can
be thought of as a container and the outline of the
referent space as another container. The early use of
distance in map tasks may rely on relative, rather than
absolute, coding, allowing children to identify the
same relative distance on the map and referent space.
To locate objects based on the information presented on maps, distance cues are not always sufficient.
A full characterization of location may require considering angular relations and direction (left/right),
in addition to distance. Recent studies examined the
early ability to use these types of spatial relations
in mapping.62,63 Shusterman and colleagues62 found
that 4 year olds used distance cues from a map to differentiate locations in the referent space, but failed to
use angle and direction. Spelke et al.63 showed that a
year later children successfully used angular relations.
However, 5–6 year olds in the latter study failed to
transfer directional cues from the map to the referent space, confusing the target object, which had the
long side to the left of the short side, with its mirror
image. This contrasts with the ability of much younger
children to use the same type of cues in spatial reorientation tasks. The failure to use directional information
presented on the map may reflect a lack of sensitivity
to left/right orientation in 2D pictures. It may also
reflect the difficulty of transforming directional cues
presented in a 2D picture located in front of the child
into a sense of direction in a surrounding 3D space.
The fact that the early ability to use distance
and angles in mapping appears prior to any formal
instruction in map use indicates that children
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spontaneously combine their emerging symbolic
reasoning with the understanding of spatial relations.
It should be noted, although, that this early
ability is quite limited. Studies demonstrating the
mapping of spatial relations in preschoolers and
kindergarteners used simple and small referent spaces.
When working with maps representing more realistic
and complex environments, young children often
focus on salient landmarks and disregard relevant
relational information.58 Through elementary school,
children presented with maps of larger realistic spaces
have difficulty using distance and angles when the map
and the referent space are unaligned.64 Furthermore,
the accuracy of mapping decreases dramatically as the
size of the referent space increases,47 especially when
the map represents a large-scale space not perceivable
from a single vantage point.65
In sum, the ability to solve mapping tasks on the
basis of object correspondence appears at 2.5–3 years
of age,60 but the ability to use spatial relations in
mapping emerges later and initially manifests itself
only in limited contexts. At 4 years, children start
using distance cues,15 and at 5–6 years, they can
use angular relations in simple map tasks.63 During
subsequent development in elementary school years,
children extend the range of contexts in which they
rely on relational correspondence to solve map tasks.
They show increased accuracy in mapping spatial
relations on tasks involving configurations of multiple
objects, a mix of landmark and geometric information,
and unaligned spaces. At the end of elementary school,
mapping skills further extend to incorporate reasoning
about large geographic spaces.66
Accumulating experience with maps has important implications for the development of spatial
cognition, particularly for thinking about large-scale
spaces.67,68 One of the key features of maps is that they
simultaneously represent multiple locations that often
cannot be perceived at once through direct experience.
Using a map provides children with an opportunity
to think about the multiple relations between different locations, much as these relations are captured
in the actual maps. Thus, maps provide a structure
that can be mentally imposed on a space in thinking
about its overall shape, its constituent elements, and
the relations among these elements.

BIOLOGICAL AND EXPERIENTIAL
FACTORS IN SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT
In addressing issues that are unique to spatial cognition, developmental studies contribute to a more
general discussion of the biological and experiential factors involved in the developmental process.
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When discussing the origins of spatial cognition, some
researchers point to findings of impressive spatial abilities in infants, making a case for innate knowledge
of critical properties of space.69,70 Others point to
significant limitations of early spatial skills and a
gradual growth of competence following particular
types of experience in the spatial domain.71 Given
the present state of knowledge, Newcombe72 has
argued for an interactionist approach that acknowledges strong starting points and seeks to identify
specific mechanisms implicated in the transformation
of early abilities into mature competence. We would
further advocate for an approach to understanding the
mechanisms of spatial development that attempts to
account for the interactions between specific maturational changes and specific environmental experiences.
Existing research implicates both biological and environmental processes in age-related changes. Yet little
effort has been made to understand how these processes influence each other at different ages throughout
development.
With respect to biological factors, many
observed improvements in spatial functioning have
been associated with the maturation of specific brain
regions. For example, increases in the durability of
location memory between 18 and 24 months of age
may be, at least partly, supported by changes in
hippocampal development, and the place learning
function of the hippocampus in particular.73 The
subsequent improvement of spatial performance that
occurs around 4–5 years—when children become less
constrained by particular task features, such as the size
of the space—may be related to a further development
of this critical region of the brain. Specifically,
the growth of the hippocampus-mediated ability to
encode relations among multiple objects may lead to
an increase in the range of stimuli that children rely
on during reorientation and navigation tasks.74
Advances in children’s spatial performance are
also associated with experiential factors. In particular,
the emergence of allocentric coding coincides with the
beginning of self-locomotion, and subsequent changes
in the use of allocentric frames of reference occur as
children acquire experience navigating and exploring
diverse physical environments. This type of experience may facilitate the ability to locate objects based
on their relation to external features of the environment and increase children’s sensitivity to features
that are perceived as more reliable.27 Increases in
independent mobility and later more specialized experiences may themselves lead to biological changes,
such as stimulating hippocampal development.75
Future research should consider how such bidirectional interactions might affect general spatial
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development as well as lead to specific individual
differences.

CONCLUSION
Research on spatial development reveals impressive
abilities in young children. Toddlers and infants show
sensitivity to metric information, such as distance,
angles, and direction. Children’s performance demonstrates their use of the allocentric framework, as seen
in their coding of landmarks as cues to object location, and the egocentric framework, as seen in dead
reckoning when they update their relation to the target location as they move. Disorientation tasks reveal
toddlers’ ability to use the geometry of space or more
general scalar properties in locating objects. Taken
together, these findings clearly indicate that the early
points of spatial development are stronger than those
posited by Piaget. At the same time, the research
shows limitations of early spatial behaviors, suggesting a long developmental progression between early
starting points and more mature spatial competence.
The use of distal landmarks, for example, undergoes
development through elementary school age. During
this period, children become progressively more accurate and flexible in their landmark use; they begin
integrating their knowledge of individual landmarks
to represent relations among multiple locations and
to form routes that connect ordered sequences of
landmarks. Substantial developments are also seen in
the use of the hierarchical coding system—it becomes
more differentiated with age and its use extends to a
wider range of stimuli and contexts.

More generally, older children become more
systematic in the use of spatial information. While
younger children demonstrate advanced spatial reasoning in certain contexts, they often revert to more
primitive strategies (e.g., coding location only in terms
of adjacent landmarks or relying solely on the egocentric frame of reference) in challenging situations,
particularly when there is a conflict between different kinds of spatial cues. Older children, however,
show a greater resilience in response to conflicting
cues and an improved ability to transfer information from one spatial context to another, as seen
in their performance on map tasks. Investigators
have proposed that some of the observed developments during childhood may reflect the maturation of
brain regions implicated in spatial reasoning. Other
age-related changes may result from accumulating
experience, which, in turn, may further affect neural processing. Much of the experience relevant to
spatial development involves interactions with objects
in the physical world, which are typical for most
children around the world. Other experiences are
culture-specific, including learning conventional spatial tools, such as measurement, and acquiring information about symbolic spatial representations, such
as maps and models. Still, more work is needed to
better understand interactions between biological and
environmental factors involved in the development of
spatial reasoning. This type of research will allow for
a more nuanced characterization of the developmental
mechanisms underlying spatial cognition.
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